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Details of Visit:

Author: Conwy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 17 Jun 2015 11:00
Duration of Visit: 3 Hours
Amount Paid: 500
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Governess Elizabeth
Website: http://governesselizabeth.com
Phone: 07732569059

The Premises:

We met at Elizabeth's dedicated flat in a safe area. I took a bus and walked the last part when the
bus terminated early.

I enjoyed her shower at the end of the booking, needing to remove substantial amounts of lubricant
and cum.

The Lady:

Elizabeth is about 5ft 6ins tall and a natural redhead. I had already met her as half of a duo with
MKHelen and was very keen to meet her again. She greeted me wearing one of her favoured latex
dresses, heels and stockings.

Her gallery does not due her complete credit as one of the most naturally knockout ladies I have
ever met.

The Story:

Before meeting we exchanged mails in which I presented Elizabeth with a list of possibilities from
her repertoire which I felt that I could take: anal play, cock training, nipple torture, sounds, electrics
and CBT.

Having turned down her offer of wine in favour of tap-water, I soon found myself on her bed, hooded
and secured in a collar to wrist bar while Elizabeth went to work on me. During this element I have
to guess exactly which implements were used upon me but they certainly included nipple clamps +
weights, pin-wheels, pegs upon the soft tissues on my legs and arms, anal toys, a violet wand and
electric gadgets on my cock. Since it was a warm day, the ice cubes which were frequently rubbed
over various parts of me were quite a welcome relief from the other sensations. Each new event
was preceded by one of Elizabeth’s giggles of anticipation. Throughout I was under instruction that
I was not permitted to cum until I received permission, so I was also concentrating hard upon that
aspect.

Mistress was kind enough to release me from the hood for the rest of my time, which saved me
from the paradox of contemplating that I had so wanted to see her again and could not for that time.
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Sounds are one of Elizabeth’s favourites and she gradually worked her way through quite a
selection of her set. I found this one of the most erotic experiences of my life. Mistress gently
massaged my cock with the sounds inserted, alternately spitting on it to provide lubrication and
blowing gently on it to help me to maintain control. Of course, there was a flip side to the pleasure
when I enjoyed a sound wired with electricity but rather less the several pegs which were then
clipped onto the crown of my cock. I was entertained by a dazzling smile, frequent giggles as some
pain was in the offing and by watching the sheer delicacy of the precision which Mistress used in
inserting and removing the sounds.

Mistress then spent some time carefully widening my anus with her fingers before removing the
dress, fitting a mercifully manageable strapon and giving me quite a vigorous shagging, enhanced
by the view of Mistress in the huge mirror which she had thoughtfully drawn alongside the bed. I
was still under strict orders for self-control, made all the more difficult by being artfully stroked as I
was being shagged. The final phase was being situated on my back on the bed while Mistress
teasingly built me up to the point where I had to beg to be allowed to cum and eventually granting
me permission.

After a short bathroom break I was back in the bedroom and able to benefit from some of the treats
which I was granted as a reward for the several occasions where I had impressed Elizabeth with my
ability to take what she had previously inflicted upon me.

My main point in making this review so rambling is to emphasize that, if one is inclined to seek a
Mistress, then it makes good sense to choose one who is stunning to look at, expert in what she
does and can be totally trusted to know your limits rather better than you might yourself, thereby
remaining within the boundaries of what you may tolerate.
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